Bringing in the Experts

Can outside help turn your sales, marketing and PR efforts golden?

By John Dunlap

As the world keeps spinning seemingly faster and faster and technology changes virtually daily, do you sometimes wonder just what the right formula is to market your facility (or facilities, as the case may be)? Are you using effective sales, marketing and public relations techniques? More importantly, can someone do the job better than you?

Self storage is making its move into the twenty-first century. In doing so, many self storage professionals are likely confused about the right way to sell themselves. They may be advertising, but the ads may be too simple and boring to be effective. They may be sending out press releases, but those releases might be poorly written and doing more harm than good. They may have a website that hasn’t changed in over a year.

If such is the case, then the time might be right to consider getting outside help. After all, someone who writes great press releases is more likely to get your releases picked up by the media. Someone who can make your website work for you is invaluable. Anyone who can help you come up with a good catch phrase that the public relates to is worth his or her weight in gold.

With a new year upon us, the SSA Globe went to three self storage marketing and PR professionals to get their take on the value of outside help: Mike Roberts (vice president of business development for XPS Solutions); Nathan Allen (business development and marketing coordinator for NetGain SEO); and Jim DiNardo (founder, J. DiNardo Consulting).

Is It for Everyone?

Obviously, when three professionals who specialize in offering advice and ideas to those in self storage address the subject, you would think they would be all in for the concept of outside help. But such is not always the case.

“I think the intuitive answer is ‘of course...you can always benefit from an outside perspective,’ especially with respect to Internet advertising, which has become the dominant way prospective customers search for self storage, but is really a specialized expertise,” DiNardo said. “It’s very affordable, for example, to work with an outfit that specializes in Web design and SEO services, which can otherwise be a risky thing to take on yourself, or, at a minimum, very time consuming.

“But like so many things,” DiNardo added, “I think the answer really depends upon the operator/facility. If your facility is maintaining market share and business is good, there’s certainly validity to the no-reason-to-reinvent-the-wheel approach. On the other hand, if you’re in a very competitive market and need to market your facility a little differently to stand out and/or attract a market segment that the competition might not be targeting, then some fresh, outside help is probably worthwhile, regardless of your market’s sophistication or size.”

Nathan Allen agrees. “A marketing and PR firm should not walk in and tell storage business and facility owners how to run their business,” he said. “However, working collaboratively with a business that has the expertise to promote your company’s brand and services in a manner that is effective should provide a return on your investment. This is made even more effective by a marketing and PR firm being educated about the storage industry, but, more importantly, through the information gained from learning about how your specific storage facility operates.”
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Where Is the Most Need?

Our three experts were asked where they felt the biggest need was for self storage owner/operators today in terms of marketing.
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Self-Storage Operations:

MiniCo Offers Specialty Coverage for Your Business.

No one knows more about insuring self-storage operations than MiniCo Insurance Agency, LLC. Since 1974, MiniCo has been the leader in developing innovative coverages focused on protecting self-storage businesses. Our underwriting, claims and customer care teams work with you and your agent to identify the right coverage for your valuable investment.

- Specialized underwriters
- In-house claims handling
- Personalized service
- Work with your existing agent
- Policy designed specifically for self-storage operators
- Discounts for multiple locations
- A.M. Best “A” rated carriers

Ask your independent agent to get a quote today!

- Competitive administrative fee
- Free customized manager training program
- Free marketing materials and revenue projection

800-447-8383 or e-mail customercare@minico.com / www.minico.com
MiniCo Insurance Agency, LLC • 2531 W. Dunlap Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85021
California License # 0104984
“As the Internet emerged, larger operators used their buying power to win online, going straight to the top in the search engine results,” Roberts said. “And by adding interactive tools and payment processing to their websites, they made it easier for leads to become customers. Today’s self storage website needs to be able to answer questions, either live or by returned email that is processed quickly. The website should be able to sign up new tenants, take payments, and answer all the questions a visitor might have about the business.”

For DiNardo, the biggest need is for self storage professionals to become more creative.

“Thinking outside the box,” he said. “I think the time has come for operators to start taking a more proactive approach to marketing; not necessarily in what media they use, but what the message is. Even though there’s been a shift to the Internet and technology, are you still taking a ‘choose us if you need storage’ approach, or are you targeting potential renters via your marketing? For example, if there’s a lot of multi-unit housing near your facility, maybe you can do things to get those residents thinking storage as a lifestyle choice, instead of just being there when they finally run out of space or experience some circumstance that pushes them to look for storage.”

Allen thinks self storage needs to always be fresh.

“Brand consistency across advertising and marketing initiatives is where I see the biggest fall down,” he said. “You only have one opportunity to make a first impression, but it’s the subsequent views afterwards that will make customers truly remember your business. If you change your brand with every piece of advertising or marketing, you lose the ability for potential clients to remember your name and brand.

“The biggest area of neglect is the website. It is the only sales agent you have that works for you 365 days a year and twenty-four hours a day, but a large number of storage websites I’ve come across provide the wrong message, even if there is great content on the site. Everyone is taught to never judge a book by its cover, but we do it with every website that we visit. You only have a few seconds to engage a visitor and if the website looks messy, unorganized and visually unappealing, what message is that sending to a visitor about your business?”

So are you where you want to be? If not, then perhaps help from the outside could put you on the inside track to success.

---

**Expert Marketing, from page 12**

Try the New E-Z cylinder locks designed to fit all of the system latches. The E-Z cylinder locks have a dynamic new keyless installation. You just push the lock into the unit and it locks without the keys. You just need the key to unlock the unit. Each lock comes with 3 special nylon headed keys in a tamper proof package. The New E-Z cylinder locks have an overlock function built in where the manager can use the E-Z overlock key to turn the lock so that the past due customer cannot use their key until they have paid the past due rent. The E-Z lock comes in a twin pack keyed alike for customers who have 2 units.